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Abstract: The Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) is one of the most studied problems about combinatorial optimization. In
order to solve this issue, several methods have been proposed. VRP turns into a difficult problem when constraints are added.
Nevertheless, VRP might be only focused when we know and are able to fix the customer demand. On the other hand, when
demands are uncertain, this problem becomes even more complicated. For instance we can mention: visiting all clients in the
same order (a priori route), visiting clients who require certain services, catering or skipping those clients that do not have
any kind of demand. In both cases, penalty is applied. For this reason, this paper is about comparing the Genetic Algorithm
(GA) and classical Simulated Annealing (SA) with the purpose of solving VRP with Stochastic Demand. It is important to
point out that exchange mutation was applied for generating new solutions into Genetic Algorithm and a real case study was
applied for comparing the algorithms performance.
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1. Introduction
In the logistics field, it is very important having a net that minimizes the distribution cost. VRP pretends to achieve
this through a set of routes designed to discover which route minimizes the objective function. Modeling grows up with the
addition of variables; some of them are fixed and represent the model restrictions. These are fixed to reduce the experimental
model complexity. It is important saying that all routes start and finish at the central depot. The sum of all demands might not
be greater than the vehicle capacity. The VRP is an NP-hard problem that is difficult to solve when the number of clients
increases (Lin et al., 2009). Likewise, in the model, the addition of restrictions induces an exponential increase; limitations
(for example capacity), time - windows, stochastic demands, multi-store and periodic routes.
On the other hand, a great number of algorithms propose solving VRP. These can be divided into exact methods and
metaheuristics methods. Exact methods are always capable of getting the optimal solution, but when a number of restrictions
and instances are added they become inefficient (Laporte et al., 2002; El-Sherbeny, 2010).
Therefore, metaheuristic methods try to find a local optimal solution. These are also efficient in order to find near
optimal solutions in a reasonable processing time. For this reason, many metaheuristic methods have been used to solve VRP.
For instance, we can mention: Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), GA (Genetic Algorithm), Simulated Annealing (SA) and
Tabu Search (TS), (Baker & Ayechew, 2003).
The Vehicle Routing Problem with Stochastic Demand (VRPSD) is the most studied above all the Vehicle Routing
Problem variants. In this kind of variant, the customer demands are random and assume being independent (Gendreau et al.,
1996). A vehicle with known and finite capacity, starts from the depot (full loaded) and serves all clients whose demands are
known. This happens only at the moment when the vehicle arrives to the place where they are located (Marinakis et al.,
2013). If it is possible satisfying the demand, the vehicle moves to the next customer. Otherwise, the vehicle delivers the
order and returns to the depot with the purpose of loading the vehicle´s capacity. Then, it returns to deliver the missing load.
Some authors proposed using bio-inspired algorithms for solving VRPSD.
Through this paper, we propose using two metaheuristics: GA and SA. A path representing chromosomes in GA
and in the SA initial solution was applied. Moreover, exchange mutation was applied as a mutation operator.
The paper is arranged in the following order: Section 2, in charge of the VRP mathematical description; Section 3,
presents two metaheuristics algorithms; Section 4, presents an Application and Section 5, offers the Conclusion and Future
work.
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